The final set and initial set for a balanced 2^-periodic trigonometric polynomial with roots in a horizontal strip are obtained. Assuming the limits have finite order, we show that only trigonometric polynomials are uniform limits on compact sets of balanced 2τz>periodic trigonometric polynomials that have only real zeros. The final set result is extended to balanced almost periodic trigonometric polynomials. Finally, we give a final set result for balanced exponential sums whose exponents are complex.
1* Introduction* The well known Gauss-Lucas theorem for
algebraic polynomials states that the zeros of the derivative P'(z) of a complex valued polynomial P(z) lie in the convex hull of the zeros of P(z).
Let T(z) be a trigonometric polynomial having the form
+N

T(z) = Σ a k exp (ίkz)
where a_ N a N Φ 0. Such trigonometric polynomials are called balanced by Genchev ([3] , [4] , [5] ). He proves the following analogues of the Gauss-Lucas theorem for balanced trigonometric polynomials: (1) If T(z) has its zeros in the strip a <; Im z ^ δ, then all the zeros of T'(z) also lie in this strip.
(2) If T(z) has zeros in the strip a ^ Im z ^ 6, then all the zeros of the trigonometric polynomial S z + iλ T(t)dt, λ > 0 , z -iλ also lie in the strip [3] .
Repeated applications of Genchev's result in (1) shows that the zeros of all the successive derivatives T {n) (z) , n = 1, 2, 3, of a balanced trigonometric polynomial likewise have their zeros in this strip.
Furthermore, these zeros must accumulate somewhere, since each T {n \z) is 2ττ-periodic. The set of accumulation points of all the zeros of the successive derivatives form what we call the final set [11, page 197] . Included in the final set are points where infinitely many derivatives vanish.
We apply the same idea to Genchev's result referred to in (2),
by letting L n (T)(z) denote the composition of the operator L with itself n times. We determine the points of accumulation of the zeros of L n (T)(z), for n == 0,1, 2, . We shall call this set of accumulation points the initial set. We determine the final and initial sets in these cases. 
When n is odd (resp. even) the first term is -α_ê xp (-iNz) + a N exp (iNz) (resp. a_ N exp ( -iNz) + a N exp (iNz)). The sequence ffl^Oz)} for w odd is such that H n (z) -> -α_^exp ( -iiV^) + α^ exp (iΛ^) as w -> oo uniformly on compact sets. By Hurwitz's theorem the zeros of -α_^exp ( -iNz) + a N exτp(iNz) are points of accumulation of the zeros of these H n (z) and hence of the zeros of the corresponding T {n) (z) . Similarly, for n even, the sequence Thus the final set of T does consist of that discrete set of points, which is contained in the line Imz = (-l/2N) 
This end the proof of Theorem 1.1.
REMARK. The discrete points of the final set are precisely the accumulation points of the zeros of the successive derivatives of a balanced trigonometric polynomial. For if we are given the zeros of ±α_#exp ( -iNz) + α^exp (iNz), a_ N a N φ0, then Σi=-N a k exp (ikz) has as its final set this collection of zeros.
Furthermore, since the imaginary part of the final set lies between a and 6, we have
As a special case of the above theorem, note that when | a_ N \ = \a N \ 9 the zeros of the successive derivatives of T(z) condense to discrete points on the real axis. REMARK. Hence for balanced trigonometric polynomials with zeros in a <; Im z ^ δ, the initial set is a subset of the final set.
Proof. We start with T(z) = Σ*i=-N a k exp (ikz) = α 0 + Σ'ί--* ê xp (ikz), where the prime (') indicates that the zeroth term is omitted. We get that
converges uniformly on compact sets to α_^exp(-iNz) + α^exp (iNz).
By Hurwuitz's theorem the zeros of that last function are points of accumulation of the zeros of L n (T)(z)l(S(N)) n , and hence of the zeros of L n (T)(z). As we saw earlier, the zeros of α_^exp
These are a discrete set of points which lie on the horizontal line lmz = ( -l/2N) Proof. Since / is of finite order without zeros, f{z) = exp (g(z)) for g a polynomial by the Hadamard factorization theorem. Then as exp(#0 + α))= exj?(g(z)), we get exp
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The limit function / is 27Γ-periodic. Therefore the counting function n(r) of the zeros is 0(1) and Σiα Λ i£rl/ α » -0(1) as r->oo, since the positive and negative zeros {αj are "essentially" symmetric (a shift of the origin to the beginning of a 2ττ-period makes them symmetric). Lindelόf's theorem [1, page 27] implies that the canonical product for the {a n } is of exponential type. Since / and P are periodic, so is e 9 and since / is of finite order, g is a polynomial. By Lemma 1, g is linear. Hence / is of exponential type. A well known theorem [1, page 109] gives that / must be a trigonometric polynomial.
REMARKS.
(A) Presumably the assumption of finite order in this theorem can be removed and the result will remain valid.
(B) Let {T n (z)}Z =ί be a sequence of balanced trigonometric polynomials that converges uniformly on compact sets to /. Since T n and all its derivatives have only real zeros, the same is true for / and its derivatives. If / is real entire, then a result of Hellerstein and Williamson [8] implies that / is in the Laguerre-Pόlya class and in particular of finite order. Theorem 2.1 then implies that / is a trigonometric polynomial. If, however, / is not a real entire function, then if / is assumed to have finite order, as in the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1, it follows from a theorem of Alander (reproved in the paper of Hellerstein and Williamson) and the periodicity of / that / is a trigonometric polynomial of the form f(z) = a(e icz -e id ), a arbitrary, 6, c, and d real.
3* Some Gauss-Lucas results* We now prove a Gauss-Lucas result for any canonical product of genus 1 having zeros in any horizontal strip. THEOREM 
Let P(z) be a canonical product of genus 1 whose zeros lie in | Im z | < A. Then the zeros of P'(z) also lie in Imz\ < A.
REMARK.
Proving the stated theorem suffices to prove this result when the zeros lie in any horizontal strip, since by a change of variable we can always vertically translate any horizontal strip so that it is symmetric about the real axis.
Proof. We will prove this in a series of steps, by demonstrating the following two facts:
(I) Given P(z) = π" =1 E(zja k , 1), where a k -ψ k + iτ k and the a k satisfy 0 < b ^ τ k <Ξ c, then for y>c, it is true that Im [/'//] < 0.
(II) Given P(z) as in (I) and the a k satisfy 6 <; τ k <; c < 0, then for y <b, it is true that Im [/'//] > 0.
Claim. It suffices to prove (I) and (II) to prove this Theorem. For if P(z) is given as above P(z-iA) has zeros in 0 < Im z < 2A and by (I) P'{z-iA) Φ 0 for y ^ 2A. Similarly, P(z + iA) has zeros in -2A<Imz<0 and by (II) P'(z + iA)Φθ for y^-2A.
But the zeros of P\z) are just vertical translations of the zeros of P\z -iA) and P\z + iA). Therefore, if the zeros of P(z) lie in \lmz\ < A f so do the zeros of P'(z) lie in | Ims| < A. Now for the proofs of (I) and (II): We let a k -ψ k + iτ k and z -x + iy. Then an easy computation shows that
If as in (I) 0 < b <; τ k <; c and y > c, then τ k -y < 0 and -τ k < 0 so that Im [/'//] < 0. If as in (II), B ^ τ k ^ c < 0 and y < 6, then τ k -y> 0 and -τ fc > 0 so that Im [/'//] > 0. This completes the proof.
It is now possible to give an alternate proof of Genchev's theorem for almost periodic trigonometric polynomials. For some basic properties of general almost periodic trigonometric polynomials, see [2] or [8, page 246] . DEFINITION. We say that an almost periodic trigonometric polynomial T(z) = Σi=-N G k exp (i^z) Since they won't be used, we omit them.
Hence by (1)
f and since ΐ[ k =-N (1 -z/a k ) has its roots in I Im z I <; M 9 by hypothesis, by Theorem 3.1, the zeros of its deriva-
f also lie in | Im z | <; M. By Hurwitz's theorem, T'(z) also has its roots in | Im z \ ^ M.
(4) A final set result. Now that Genchev's theorem has been demonstrated for (finite sums of) almost periodic balanced trigonometric polynomials, we also have established a final set result for this class of polynomials analogous to Theorem 1.1. By Hurwitz's theorem, when θ k is a rational multiple of π, for k -1> * 9 P> the final set consists of the roots of finitely many trigonometric sums Σϊ=i a>Φ imdk exp (\z) as m-^oo 1 . Otherwise, the final set consists of limits of roots of infinitely many ΣLiα^^expOMO, as m -* oo.
The roots of each such sum were investigated by Pόlya [10] and Schwengeler [12] . They show that the roots of each such sum are asymptotic to the rays which emanate from the origin and are parallel to the normals to the sides of J, the indicator diagram of I (in other words, the convex hull of {X u •• ,λ 3) }, where λ, denotes the conjugate of λ y . By asymptotic to is meant that for any sectors containing any these rays of angle ε, for any e > 0, all but finitely many zeros of Γ (w) lie in these sectors.
REMARK. For the case when | z | = Δ contains only two vertices X 1 and X k , say, and arg (X k ) -arg (λj is an irrational multiple of π, then the final set for the balanced trigonometric sum 2*=i a k exp (X k z) consists of the roots of infinitely many sums of the form a k e imθk exp (X k z) + a γ e imdl exp (λ x z) as m -» oo. The roots of these infinitely many sums are dense along the rays that they lie on. It would be interesting to know if this happens in general, that is, when \z\ = Δ = max^*^ |λ Λ | contains more than 2 vertices. The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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